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If youve ever wanted to get into screen printing, but just dont know where to start, its time
to stop guessing and let us show you what we can do! At Freehand we understand the
unique needs of those new to the screen printing industry and our software is designed to
help new printers. Whether its editing screens or creating film fonts, Freehand provides a
unique look into the world of screen printing from the eyes of the professionals. Fast and
easy software has never been about glamour or behind the curtain, this is about a
technology that has changed the way we live, how we communicate, and the efficiency of
our lives in a massive way. Every aspect of our lives is influenced by technology whether
its social, online, commerce, or media. Now, with the growth of technology and the
democratization of information, the next generation of information driven media, will not
just be digital media, but print media as well. The printers industry is considered the oldest
industry for a reason and when youre able to solve the printers industry youre able to
solve the self-publishing industry. Entire publishing houses are becoming independent self-
publishers today. Adobe, who dominated the computer industry for decades, allowed
customers to print their own images and this spawned an entire printing industry. Today,
the printers industry has taken that product and expanded it to include software. Youre
already familiar with the printers industry, but now you can also digitally print your entire
collection. With an incredible range of printers and software companies, more printers
arent simply printing more. Theyre digitally printing faster and more cost effectively than
ever before.
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Make a great screen print experience the way you want it. AccuRIP Emerald from Sep
Software is the print-ready printer software. It has the power of an award winning universal

print file solution for screen printing (or any other printing process) and a ready-to-use
library of screen print templates. Create custom screens that were designed by an artist

with the help of a computer. Export your designs as AccuRIP Emerald files and have them
print by an artist . AccuRIP Emerald uses one of the most powerful print rendering engines

on the market, so it’s able to handle all sorts of screen printing processes and settings.
Converting from tonal to process screens, merging color, adjusting interlayers, changing
formats, and more. AccuRIP Emerald makes screen printing easy. On the cutting edge of

printing technology, AccuRIP Emerald is the print-ready software for screen printing and all
other printing processes. The simple, easy-to-use interface is easy to learn and use.

AccuRIP is the print-ready printer software. Generate custom print files with any design,
make, or type of print in seconds, export them as screen print files, and have them printed
by an artist. AccuRIP Emerald is easy to learn and use. More than a universal file format,

AccuRIP Emerald helps artists build print files that are the most efficient and versatile they
can be. Build print files from design files in any format and easily add artwork, text, and

other items to the print. 5ec8ef588b
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